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SYNOPSIS OF THE JOURNAL
N. L. Ermolaeva
I.A. Goncharov and L.N. Tolstoy
Key words: Oblomov; Pierre Bezukhov; laziness; sofa; dressing gown; people; folk tales.
The article deals with I.A. Goncharov’s attitude to the creative work of L.N. Tolstoy. The
paper demonstrates the similarity of the image of Pierre Bezukhov to the one of Oblomov as well
as the similarity of the later sketches by Goncharov to the «folk tales» by Tolstoy.
G.N. Ermolenko
The Plot Structure in Bunin’s Collection of Short Stories «Dark Alleys»
Key words: narratology; «Dark Alleys»; invariant plot; actant system; structure of
motifs; reduced plot; anagram.
The article discusses the system of actants and the structure of motifs in the invariant plot
in Bunin’s collection of shot stories «Dark Alleys». The article also analyzes different ways of
plot reduction in short miniatures and anagrammatic nature of the titles of short stories.
L.G. Kayanidi
Semiprecious Combinations in Vyacheslav Ivanov’s Poetry:
sapphire cups and lal of chalice
Key words: poetic image; symbology; precious stone; Vyacheslav Ivanov; sapphire;
ruby; chalice; Christ; Theotokos.
The analysis of the figurative and symbolical connection of sapphire and ruby is
presented in the article. They gravitate towards a common being in Ivanov’s poetic world and
are connected with the image of chalice. The sapphire is a material of which the chalice is made
and the ruby is its decoration and filling. The stones are both correlated with the idea of the
incarnation of God, the unity of God and man, eternity and time, Christ and Theotokos.
A.V. Radionova
Thematic Complexes «Life» and «Existence»
in the Poetry and Philosophy of A.F. Losev
Key words: A.F. Losev; lyrics; philosophy; theme; motive; contextual semantic complex;
ontological symbol.
The article discusses the themes of «life» and «existence» in the poetry and philosophy of
A.F. Losev, their contextual environment. Sustainable thematic complexes, repeated in poetry
and prose have been found: ‘life – sleep – alarm’; ‘dawn – the birth of existence – sleep – alarm
– mental illness’; ‘the suffering of the flesh – mystery – sleep – sound – mind’. The paper
demonstrates that a number of adjacent topics are ontological symbols, revealing the diverse
philosophical characteristics of the central themes of «life» and «existence».

N.I. Astakhan
Lyrical Dystopia of I. Elagin «The Sky»
Key words: lyrical dystopia; world picture; concept art; ekphrasis.
The article investigates poetic triptych by I. Elagin «The Sky» which is regarded as a
kind of lyrical dystopia, the aesthetic subtext of which is the K. Malevich painting «Black
square». On the basis of the definition of the role of ekphrasis in the work the Artistic concept is
outlined, which involves the binding reference between picture of the world in a work of Art and
reality. Its recognition by the recipient may be conditioned by its temporal characteristics. The
specificity of poetic dystopia by I. Elagin as «lyrical» is based on the experience of striving for
harmonization of being as common to all people within the boundaries of the «big time» (M.M.
Bakhtin) and human «unity» (V.S. Solovyov).
L.G. Smirnova
Remarks on the Relationship between Evaluative Semantics and Grammar
Key words: assessment in language; evaluative pragmatics; parts of speech; the
evaluative potential of notional and auxiliary parts of speech.
The article dwells on the relationship between evaluative semantics and the grammatical
characteristics of language units. It reveals an ability of the words belonging to various notional
and auxiliary parts of speech to transmit the evaluative pragmatic signal.
I.A. Koroleva
National Mentality in Proper Names
Key words: cultural studies with linguistic aspects; Russian; mentality; linguocultural
code; proper name; informational field; anthroponym; toponym.
The present article considers the role of Russian mentality in the formation of the
liguistic personality within the framework of an anthropocentric direction in the language and
new linguocultural research. On the basis of the analysis of linguocultural code of proper names
as well as their various classes (anthroponyms and toponyms) the article demonstrates how a
broad informational field of onomastics is formed and makes it possible to keep and relay
linguocultural information, to create the connotational layer of onyms reflecting national
(Russian) mentality.
A.E. Varnaeva
The Relationship of the Volume of Generic Element
and the Volume of Composed Range
Key words: coordinating design; set; element of the set; generic element; equal
components; relationship; volume.
There are three kinds of relationship of the volume of generic element and the volume of
equal components: compliance, discrepancy, unknown relationship. There are special means of

expression of relationships: numerals, cetera, tantum, etc. Generic word as part of the generic
element focuses our attention on the similarity of the mentioned elements of the set.
L.A. Makhina
Aspects of Research of the Communicative and Pragmatic Attitude «Hostility» in Modern
Linguistics
Key words: communicative behavior; disharmonic communication; hostility; aggression;
aggressiveness; anger.
The article analyzes the main approaches to the research of the «hostility» phenomenon
in modern science, in which closely related but not identical concepts of «hostility»,
«aggression», «aggressiveness», «anger» have been recently distinguished. On the basis of the
conducted research the author has come to the conclusion that «hostility», in terms of
linguistics, can be considered a communicative and pragmatic attitude realized in language
behavior of communication participants. It is caused by a special «ego state» of communicants
created during communication owing to various external or internal reasons (e.g., hostility as
manifestation of personal enmity; hostility as a reaction to provocation of an interlocutor in case
of dissonant communication; intentional creation of hostile statements by a communicant to
fulfill his or her intensions and to achieve communicative objectives, etc.)
V.S. Andreev
Correlation of Features in Metaphoric Model
Key words: correlation; Cole coefficient; metaphor; model; features at different
linguistic levels.
The article deals with the correlation analysis of metaphoric models with the aim to
reveal the features of authorial cognition, single out statistically relevant tendencies in the
creation of image system of text, which reflect the similarities and differences between the
elements of the author’s mental picture of the world. The analysis demonstrates the existence of
a complex system of interrelations between the elements of metaphoric model and makes it
possible to reveal the oppositions between the characteristics of lexical units, which realize the
target domain and the source domain.
T.S. Bushueva
Hipster vs Hickster: Social Antagonisms of America
as Reflected by Pejorative Vocabulary
Key words: social antagonisms; pejorative vocabulary; pragmatic inversion; translation
lacunas.
The article deals with the role of social antagonisms in modern America as generators of
pejorative vocabulary denoting representatives of low-status social groups, their habits and
occupations as well as the processes taking place within this lexical field under the influence of
social and cultural factors. The problems of the difficulties arising in translation are also
touched upon.

P.V. Silaev
Broadening Language Norm Bounds for Stylistic Purposes
in Modern English Language Novels
Key words: language norm; linguistic lapses; stylistic potential; semi marked structures;
function; linguocreative thinking.
The article deals with the dynamic character of language norm, its creative potential in
three English language novels. Frequent deviations from language canons become a central
poetic device for portraying its main heroes. Due to this stylistic device the reader gets
significant codes for the perception and evaluation of the most tragic emotional scenes in the
narration. Such deviations from standard literary language possess special expressive,
pragmatic, and aesthetic potential, they stimulate readers’ linguocreative thinking and new
understanding of functional and stylistic means of modern literary language.
I.A. Schipowa
About the Syntactic Structure of the Basic Plan of the Narrative Literary Text (on the
Database of the German Language)
Key words: fiction text genre; basic plane of narration; background plane narrative;
compositional and speech form of the narrative; declarative statement; parataxis; hypotaxis.
The article discusses the problem of dissection of narrative fiction text in the foreground
and background narrative planes. It is assumed that the basic plane of the narrative text is
realized in the form of report and has a tendency of predominance of declarative sentences,
parataxis, certain hypotaxis, among which temporal clauses are the most frequent ones.
N.E. Makarova
The Chronotope in the Structure of the Novel of Boris Vian
«L’Automne à Pékin »
Key words: French literature; Boris Vian; stylistic features; chronotope; local and
temporal lexicon.
This article examines text-forming function of space and time in the novel «L’Automne à
Pékin» by Boris Vian, a prominent French writer of the twentieth century. The analysis allows us
to conclude that locally-temporal structures, which form the chronotope of the novel, play an
important role in the creation of temporal and spatial relations abstracted from the reality. One
of the means to achieve this goal is the author’s appeal to a metaphorical reinterpretation of the
used lexical resources.
HISTORY AND ARCHEOLOGY
S.A. Polskaya
East Frankish Model of Political Ceremony: ordo Mainz 960
Key words: ordo of Mainz; Otto I; St. Bonifazi; inaugural ceremony; ritual; the
anointing; coronation.

The article reveals the contents of the inaugural ceremony of the East Frankish crown,
found in the text of the so-called ordo Mainz 960, which allows to trace the representational
power of image-based early medieval monarchy through commenting the inauguration protocol.
The contents of the latter were amended, reflecting the dynamics of the public legal strategies of
the monarchy in the conditions of the East Frankish state.
G.S. Arakelyan
«Burden than a blessing»:
The English-Language Historiography of Edward Derby
Key words: Edward Derby; historiography; Great Britain; Victorian era; conservatism.
The article traces the most salient trends in the historiography written in English about
Edward Derby. The most crucial research works of the British, American, and Canadian
historians, devoted to the British Prime Minister, are analyzed. The key reasons for the
«forgotten» state of are defined. The article also demonstrates how the evaluation of Edward
Derby’s activities by the scholars has been changing.
Kodin E. V., Kail M.V.
Historical Russian Studies
History and modern age
E.V. Kodin
American Studies of Russia: «the Worse, the Better» Again?
Key words: Studies of Russia; historical sciences; international relationship (foreign
affairs); science funding; funds; the USA; Russia.
In this article the author analyses the basic stages in the American studies of Russia
(Sovietology) in the period from the 1940ies till the contemporary time with reference to the
sources and amount of the financing of this type of researches from both Federal budget and
private funds.
M.A. Shabasava
American Journalists in the Soviet Russia (1917–1923)
Key words: journalist; interview; October revolution; famine in the Volga region;
American Relief Administration (ARA); Overman committee; censorship.
The article deals with the history of stay and work of American journalists in the Soviet
Russia in the first five years after the October Revolution. Special attention is paid to the role of
the Soviet censorship that defined the content of the articles written by the foreign
correspondents and didn’t allow genuine criticizing of the Bolshevik regime. Being under control
of the authorities, the journalists didn’t have motivation to work hard and sent back home
superficial information, often taken from the Soviet newspapers. Some American reporters
agreed to cooperate with the Bolsheviks due to their own views and beliefs or for the sake of
profit.

A.A. Nekrasov
«The Russian Review» Journal and its Role
in the Development of Sovietology
Key words: Sovietology; «The Russian Review»; Russian studies; Russian émigrés;
William Chamberlin; American historiography; the USSR.
The article deals with the history of «The Russian Review» journal initiated by a group of
Russian émigrés and devoted to Russia, her history and culture. The main accent is made on the
problems the editors of the journal encountered: formation of the Editorial Board, collecting
money to have the journal started, securing subscriptions and potential contributors. Some
attention is paid to the political platform of the journal, conflicts within and outside the Editorial
Board and its relations with American academe. The conclusion is made of the immense role of
the journal in the development of Sovietology.
P.N. Bazanov
Historian N.I. Oulianoff – lecturer at Yale University
Key words: history; Russian emigration; N.I. Oulianoff; G.V. Vernadsky; S.G.
Pushkarev; M.M. Karpovich; R. Fisher; Yale University.
The article provides a comprehensive study of the life and work of the famous
representative of the Russian emigration of the second wave Nikolai Ivanovich Oulianoff in
1956–1973. His activities in the period of teaching at Yale University are reconstructed, and
details of his career are established. The features of private life and the relationship with the US
and Russian counterparts are analyzed. For the first time unique materials are used from the
Yale University archives.
P.A. Tribunskii
Studying and Teaching Russian Economics
at the School of Russian Studies at the University of Liverpool
Key words: Russian Studies; Russia; economics; School of Russian Studies; the
University of Liverpool; B. Pares; V.F. Hoffding; A.Ya. Babkov; P.B. Struve.
The article is dedicated to attempts of teaching Russian economics as well as its study
within the framework of the School of Russian Studies at the University of Liverpool.
A.V. Tikhonovа
Swiss Scientists in the Service of the Russian Empire
in the First Half of the XIXth Century
Key words: Swiss scientists; Swiss; foreigners; foreign scientists; Academy of Sciences;
N.I Fuss, I.K Horner; B.J. Schweitzer; G.G. Hess; K.F. Reif; K. Montandon; FI. Gill.
The article is devoted to the activities of Swiss scientists in the Russian Empire in the first
half of the XIXth century (in some cases later). In addition to the biographical information about

the natives of Switzerland, who made a significant contribution to the Russian and world
science, the author reveals the reasons for their arrival in Russia, as well as the conditions,
which they had for their successful work in the Empire.
О.V. Коzlоv
The Government Policy in the Field of Primary
Education in Russia in the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century
Key words: government policy; public education; the second half of the nineteenth
century; province; provincial and district school boards; management of public schools;
inspection of public schools.
The article is devoted to the main measures of the Russian government in the field of
primary education in the second half of the nineteenth century. Among them we find the creation
of legal basis of activity of primary schools in the province; the efforts to the elimination of
school multi-agency management system; activities of provincial and district school boards,
directorates and inspection of public schools.
D.O. Fedotov
The Establishment of Jury System in Russia
(on the Materials from Smolensk Province)
Key words: the reforms of Alexander II; judiciary reform of 1864; Smolensk province;
jury trial; jurors.
The article analyzes the process of creation of the Institute of jurors, established by the
judicial reform of 1864. The study is carried out on the materials from Smolensk province and
focuses on the qualification requirements applied to jurors and the administration during the
formation of this Institute. The author presents the social composition of jurors in Smolensk
province in the second half of the nineteenth century.
V.I. Borisov
Organizational and Political Work of the Soviet Government on the Implementation of
Food Policy During the Civil War (1919–1920)
Key words: advocacy; war communism; civil war; food policy; food supply; food
procurement; supply and distribution of bread.
The food policy is very complex, and in the period of revolutions and wars food becomes
one of the priorities in the internal politics of the state. The article highlights organizational and
political aspects of the Soviet government food policy. Forms and methods of this work under the
conditions of the civil war are discussed.
PEDAGOGY
V.A. Pegov
Problem of Corporeality in Modern Education

Key words: corporeality; body; modern education; psychological theories.
This article discusses one of the reasons of increasing difficulties in corporeal upbringing
of children in modern education. The problem is caused by the fact that over the last hundred
years mainly representatives of various psychological theories define the creation of educational
systems. Despite the significance of psychological theories, they nevertheless have a limited view
of the nature of man, including his body and corporeality.
R.M. Sherayzina, M.V. Aleksandrova, S.A. Trashchenkova
The Evolution of the Process of Training Masters
in Education Managment at the University
Key words: masters training; educational management; evolution of project activities;
modules of the educational program; information and educational, socio-pedagogical,
managerial, research, intercultural, reflective and creative competences.
The article discusses the importance of masters training in educational management, the
essence of the concept «evolution»; theoretical and practical background of the development of
educational programs for educational managers. The authors describe the evolution of the joint
project activities of teachers, students and practitioners while training leaders of various
organizations, analyze the competencies of graduates of master's degree program «Management
in Education». The paper investigates innovative content, technology, and the process of publicstate peer reviewing the quality of training of masters in educational management. The research
has proved that the main key to success is the activation of intellectual potential of all subjects of
the educational process.
E.N. Mazhar
Competence-Based Task as an Efficient Means of Training Linguists
Key words: problem solving; competence-based task; competence; quasi-professional
activity.
Nowadays vocational training of linguists is to a large extent based on the basic notions
of the competence approach. Implementation of diverse tasks is an efficient method of
competence formation in linguists. Variety of tasks contents gradually introduced into the
teaching process according to their increasing complexity allows for proper preparation of a
linguist for professional activities. Competence-based problem-solving represents an
appropriate didactic component for practicing professional as well as social actions.
E.A. Zakharenkov
Pedagogical Bases of Axiological Ecologic-Economic Paradigms
in Modern Society
Key words: ecologic-economic values; ecologic-economic culture; axiology; ecologiceconomic education.

The article discusses the main concepts of ecologic-economic development of society and
the importance of development of ecologic-economic values in modern society. Structural
components of ecologic-economic values and their functions are established.
T.V. Bogdanova
The Study of Gender Differences in the Professional Activities of Teachers in Higher
Education
Key words: professional identity; gender identity; professional roles; the philosophy of
profession; professional knowledge and skills; professional attitude to work; interaction with
colleagues; behavior of social inclusion; adaptability; tolerance.
The article presents the results of the study of gender characteristics inherent in the
professional identity of a modern higher education teacher. The following structural components
are considered: the philosophy of the profession, professional knowledge and skills, professional
roles, professional attitude to work, interaction with colleagues, behavior of social inclusion,
adaptability, tolerance. The author analyzed the data obtained from the Russian sample. The
research revealed the degree of realization of these components, their characteristics and
correlation.
L.V. Chepikova
Folk Pedagogy in the Moral Education of Preschool Children
Key words: moral education; folk pedagogic; preschool child.
The article investigates current problems of how to develop moral culture of children,
educational possibilities of different components of folk culture as purposes and means of
organization of the educational process in a preschool institution.
L.S. Razina
The Image of the Teacher as Seen by Modern Pupils
Key words: the image of the teacher; pupils of elementary grades; the perception of
teachers.
The article presents the results of the study of the perception of the teacher in junior
classes. Features of the construction of the image of the teacher depend on the characteristics of
the student perception, the relationship with the teacher and student achievements. The image of
the teacher is an important parameter in the assessment of student well-being, which makes it
possible to determine the path of mutual understanding between child and teacher, to improve
the professionalism of teachers and to carry out the correction of interaction of teachers and
children.
N.B. Itunina
E.V. Ilyenkov: some Results of Zagorsk Experiment
Key words: deaf blindness; deaf blind children; Zagorsk experiment; labor; practice;
psyche; language; speech; E.V. Ilyenkov; A.I. Meshcheryakov.

The article analyzes the results of Zagorsk experiment, in which the spirit and
metaphysics of the Soviet epoch were expressed. The main lesson which can be drawn is in the
practical sphere: the necessity of careful attitude to all existing traditions of social support and
assistance to deaf blind people, augmenting these traditions.
I.A. Diduk
The Current State of the Problem of Pedagogical Dynasties in the Theory and Practice of
Spiritual and Moral Education and Upbringing
Key words: dynasty; socio-cultural phenomenon; pedagogical dynasty; socio-cultural
integral aspects of pedagogical dynasty; spiritual and moral education; pedagogical dynasties of
Smolensk region.
The article presents preliminary results of the research of pedagogical dynasty as a
socio-cultural phenomenon and outlines its main features. The results of the regional project
«Pedagogical dynasties of Smolensk region» are presented, perspective directions of further
research is in the context of spiritual and moral education are outlined.
T.A. Sidorchuk, D.A. Boyarinov
The Concept of Gerontological Education of Smolensk Region
Key words: elderly people; Institute of the third age; gerontology faculty; continuing
education.
The article substantiates the need for enhanced and reviewed gerontological education
space. At the regional level the development of gerontological education is possible by means of
the establishment of the Institute of the third age and geriatric departments at state universities.
The proposed educational project will include representatives of the older generation in a
continuous chain of development, expand the possibilities of self-realization of older people, help
them to gain new vision of their own life and biography, new goals and meaning of life.
A.M. Shilyagina
The Design of a Didactic Information Complex (DIC):
Graph Models
Key words: educational and methodological complex (EMC); didactic information
complex (DIC); functions of DIC; elements of DIC; core of DIC; graph models of DIC.
The article presents the definition of a didactic information complex (DIC). The principal
differences between a didactic information complex (DIC) and a traditional educational and
methodological complex (EMC) are revealed. The main functions of a didactic information
complex as well as various graph models of a didactic information complex are presented.
A.V. Bocharov, S.P. Grushevsky
Technologies of Mass Career Counseling with Future Students in the System of Additional
Mathematical Training

Key words: profile-oriented technologies; training unit «Small Mathfac».
The article describes the didactic means, implemented in the system of mathematical
training «Small Mathfac» of the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science, Kuban State
University.
N.U. Naletova, Y.S. Frolova
The Old and the New:
Methodology of Studying Historical and Pedagogical Process
Key words: methodology; History of pedagogy; methodological approaches; education;
pedagogical process.
The article is devoted to the epistemology of pedagogical processes. It presents the
complex of methodological approaches to studying the processes of formation and development
of education in their integrity and discrepancy.
K.G. Petrov
Popov Training and Educational Center in the Village Sobolevo in Krasny District of
Smolensk Province
Key words: philanthropy; public education; enlightenment; village Sobolevo.
This article is dedicated to organizational and educational activities of Popov spouses in
the village Sobolevo in Krasny district of Smolensk province.
K.S. Pavlov
Аrt Education in Russian Province in the Second Half of the XIXth Century
Key words: Art education; drawing; teaching; drawing school; the nineteenth century;
artist-teacher, province.
The paper is devoted to the development of Art education in Russian province in the
second half of the nineteenth century. In the nineteenth century «drawing» was regarded as the
first stage of Art training; drawing schools were opened in many cities of the Russian Empire.
The author of the article has collected, studied and systematized the material on drawing schools
established in provincial Russian cities in the second half of the nineteenth century.
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